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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions and listings of claims in the

application:

1 . (Currently Amended) A communications method, comprising:

communicating between a base station and a mobile unit;

negotiating a number of transport format combination index (TFCI) information

bits included in a packet between the base station and the mobile unit, wherein the

informat ion b its are transport format comb inat ion index (TFCI) informat ion bits
;

encoding the information bits according to a code;

transmitting the encoded TFCI information bits with the negotiated number

between the base station and the mobile unit;

transforming the transmitted TFCI information bits with a reduced order

determined according to the negotiated number; and

decoding the transm itted transformed TFCI information bits.

2. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 further comprising:

generating correlation values for the transfonned TFCI information bits;

calculating at least one maximum value from the generated correlation values;

and

regenerating the negotiated number from the at least one maximum value.

3. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 further comprising permuting

the TFCI information bits and depermuting the transmitted TFCI information bits.
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4. (Canceled).

5. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 wherein the transmitted TFCI

information bits are transformed with the reduced order using fast Hadamard transform.

6. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 wherein the TFCI information

bits are encoded according to Rood Mu ller Reed-Muller codes.

7. (Original) The method of claim 1 wherein the method is implemented in

wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA).

8. (Currently Amended) A communications method, comprising:

communicating between a base station and a mobile unit;

negotiating a number of transport format combination Index (TFCI) information

bits included in a packet between the base station and the mobile unit, whe re in the

information bits are tranoport format combination index (TFC I) informat ion bits
;

encoding the TFCI information bits according to Reed-Muller codes;

permuting the encoded TFCI information bits;

transmitting the encoded TFCI information bits with the negotiated number

between the base station and the mobile unit;

depermuting the transmitted TFCI information bits;

determining a reduced order according to the negotiated number and a reduced

search space;

transforming the depemiuted TFCI information bits with the reduced order and

the reduced search space; and
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decoding the transm itted transformed TFCI information bits.

9. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 8 further comprising:

generating correlation values for the transformed TFCI information bits;

calculating at least one maximum value from the generated correlation values;

and

regenerating the negotiated number from the at least one maximum value.

10. (Canceled).

1 1 . (Currently Amended) The method of claim 8 wherein the transmitted TFCI

information bits are transformed with the reduced order using fast Hadamard transform.

12. (Original) The method of claim 8 wherein the method is implemented in

wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA).
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1 3. (Currently Amended) A wideband code division multiple access

(WCDMA) system, comprising:

a base station;

a mobile unit, wherein a number of transport format combination index (TFCI)

information bits included in a packet is negotiated between the base station and the

mobile unit, and whe rein tho informat ion b its aro transport format combinat ion index

(TFCI) informat ion b its
;

an encoder encoding the TFCI information bits, wherein the encoded TFCI

information bits are transmitted between the base station and the mobile unit with the

negotiated number;

a transformer transforming the transmitted TFCI information bits with a reduced

order determined according to the negotiated number and a reduced search space; and

a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder decoding the transformed TFCI information

bits.

14. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 1 3 further comprising:

a permuter permuting the encoded TFCI information bits; and

a depermuter depermuting the transmitted TFCI information bits.

1 5. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 1 3 wherein the ML decoder

generates correlation values for the transformed TFCI information bits, calculates at

least one maximum value from the generated correlation values, and regenerates the

negotiated number from the at least one maximum value.
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16. (Canceled).

17. (Original) The system of claim 1 3, the transformer further comprising a

fast Hadamard transformer.

18. (Currently Amended) The system of claim 1 3, wherein the encoder

encodes according to Roed Mu ller Reed-Muller codes.

19. (Original) A decoder in a communications system having an encoder

encoding information bits for transmission between a base station and a mobile unit, the

decoder comprising:

a transport format combination index (TFCI) size negotiated for the encoded

information bits for transmission between the base station and the mobile unit;

a depermuter depermuting the transmitted information bits;

a fast Hadamard transformer transforming the depermuted information bits with a

reduced order determined according to the negotiated TFCI size; and

a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder decoding the transmitted information bits.

20. (Previously Presented) The decoder of claim 1 9 wherein the ML decoder

generates correlation values for the transformed information bits, calculates at least one

maximum value from the generated correlation values, and regenerates the TFCI

negotiated size from the at least one maximum value.

21 . (Original) The decoder of claim 19 wherein the communications system is

a wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) system.


